1998 honda crv distributor

For more information go to They use a polished steel shaft with a QPQ coating to reduce fricti
We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Distributor part. Recommended Use. Product Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15
of 31 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
A Part Number: M Universal Fit. Part Number: HBK. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 31 results.
Featured Brands. Holley Distributor Manufacturer BK. Reviews Questions, Answers. MSD
Distributor Manufacturer A1 Cardone Distributor Manufacturer Manufactured from top quality
components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and
maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part.
Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Replacement
Distributor. Jan 20, Perfect part at a good price. Julio Natal. Purchased on Jan 12, May 29, It's all
good. Price was right. Got here on time. Works fine. Website ordering was easy. Purchased on
May 13, Helpful Automotive Resources. The Ignition System The ignition coil contains both the
primary and secondary winding circuits. The coil primary winding contains to turns of heavy
copper wire. The turns of this wire must be insulated from each other or they would short out
and not create the primary magnetic field that is required. What is a Distributor? Then the spark
plug fires, igniting. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. When vehicle is running, and in motion, the
engine will suddenly stop. Once stopped, I can start it right back up. Touching the keys in the
ignition switch may cause the same behavior. See this link for full detail:. Read more This letter
is a follow-up to Honda regarding a letter I had submitted on February 26, June 10, I was
contacted by a Honda customer service representative regarding the letter outlined below and
was told that there was no assistance available from Honda despite safety concerns. I had this
work done approximately a year and a half ago and the issue continues as the vehicle will shut
down while driving and will restart after sits. Unfortunately, this is a vehicle that not only do I
drive on open highways but my daughter drives as well. In light of the recent events with a
similar issue with gm vehicles, I would ask that my situation be given additional consideration.
Without warning our Honda crv k miles died one afternoon while wife was taking kids to the
pool. There was no warning signs or dash lights to warn of a problem. The engine stopped.
Fortunately she was waiting for the light to change at an intersection with no traffic behind her.
Vehicle started again after a minute and she was able to get it to the pool lot. After a few
attempts, engine would start, but just caught off. Vehicle was towed to local mechanic who first
assumed it was a bad distributor. After reviewing possible causes on internet, our mechanic
found complaints about faulty ignition switches. Fortunately this was the problem and could be
replaced. Honda dealer said they had replaced 4 of these switches in the last 4 weeks. Prior to
this car ran fine, except one morning my wife discovered when she turned the key in the
ignition, the dash lights flickered and there was a series of rapid clicks before engine started.
This was several months before this incident. Mechanic has replaced the defective switch and
car starts and runs fine. Honda should warn owners of older model crv's that this switch should
be replaced after k miles. We were lucky car was not moving in traffic when this happened, as
you have little control when engine shuts off and steering is difficult and dangerous. Highway
speeds are particularly dangerous in that should I have been overtaking a vehicle when mine
stalled it could have created a horrific accident and fatalities started at about , km happened 4
times without notice. Ignition switch was failing. Plus shop supplies and taxes. The old part is
available. The contact owns a Honda crv lx. While driving at approximately 62 mph, the vehicle
completely shut off. There were no warning lights before or after the failure. The contact was
able to coast over to the emergency lane. The vehicle re-started after the contact attempted four
times. While the contact was driving the vehicle to the dealership, the vehicle shut off three
additional times. The dealer replaced the ignition switch for a second time. The failure mileage
was , The current mileage was , Several years ago on mycarstate. Com I found information that
was helpful with my Honda Cr-v. But I haven't specifically seen information about this "next"
issue. For the past year or so, on occasion, I can't get my car key out of the ignition switch. The
car will not turn all the way off. I can't get the key to turn all the way to the left. If I restart the car,
put it in any gear, move the car slightly even an inch , turn the car off again, then I can remove
the key. Sometimes it takes a few minutes to do all this, so there is no leaving the car
immediately. Where this becomes a big issue is when I valet park the car. The valet's can't get
the key out, therefore they either have to park my car near than and watch or park it elsewhere
and I take my chances on the car not being entered by someone else. I'm 2 hours away from a
Honda dealer, I think. I'll try to find a dealer this week, as the problem seems to get worse in this
colder weather. Any help would be appreciated. I am the owner of a Honda Cr-v, which I

purchased new. The vehicle had no serious performance issues until September At this time my
daughter, who was driving the vehicle, began to experience isolated occurrences during which
the Cr-v would stall while in motion. These incidents were at first infrequent. My daughter took
the vehicle to a local garage. There, the mechanics replaced the battery, believing that to be the
problem. However, these incidents persisted, resulting in the Cr-v being taken to two different
garages in the statesboro, georgia area. Mechanics had difficulty in diagnosing the trouble
because of the irregularity of the quixotic events. During the week of December 8, , the stalling
of the vehicle became more persistent, prompting my daughter to return the vehicle to the local
garage once again. Upon further research of the matter, the mechanics informed her that the
problem was the Cr-vs key lock ignition switch, and that the particular item fit the paramters of a
Honda recall item. My daughter scheduled an appointment for December 13, at the nearest
Honda dealer, savannah Honda, which was two hours away. However, on December 9, , the Cr-v
experienced this problem three times. The final stalling-out occurrence resulted in the vehicles
inability to be restarted. The entirety of this event was occasioned on a major highway. The
vehicle had to be towed to the nearest garage which, as noted on the attached invoice, was
statesboro garage. There, mechanics replaced the key lock ignition switch before the
precarious operation of the vehicle could lead to still more disastrous mishaps. Though a
Honda owner, I have never received any notification of this particular recall. This particular
problem is to be considered very serious, and could have resulted in loss of life. I await your
response to this very serious matter. I am complaining about an ignition problem on a 98 Honda
crv. My car has 97, miles on it. I am filing this complaint because Honda should have informed
every owner that these switches were failing on almost all of their vehicles. This causes your
car to stall randomly in traffic. It is a hazard. We owners deserved to know that this ignition
switch was failing on all their cars. I would have replaced it before it stalled permanently in
downtown ironwood if I had been informed. It is not expensive to repair but the symptoms are a
mystery to any mechanic who has not read about this problem. I was fortunate enough to find a
web page posted by a kind soul who explained what was happening to all these Hondas. This
spring, while driving on the interstate my Honda Cr-v suddenly stalled. No warning at all.
Luckily, I was able to pull to the shoulder. Turn the ignition off, wait a while and restart the car
without another problem. A week or so later the same thing happened on local roads once one
day and twice another day. Each time, I was blessed to be able to get to the center turn lane or
off onto the shoulder without getting rear ended. It happened several more times before we
could figure this out. My mechanic checked out the car and could find nothing "wrong". I took it
to a curry Honda in chamblee, GA and they fixed it and the tail light assembly harness recall
also. I've referred a few folks back to this site for future reference. Thanks, you may have saved
my life. Btw- I love my Cr-v!!!. Consumer owns a Honda crv. She said the vehicle just shut off.
This happened several times in the last three months. When it shut down vehicle was in traffic a
couple different times, and this almost caused an accident. The vehicle shut down on August
15, while she was in traffic on hilton avenue in baltimore maryland. She was almost struck in the
rear, she did not panic, put on emergency flashers, notifying the traffic she was having
problems. The contact was not hit, but it did scare her. When this happened the vehicle shuts
down, and it appeared to shut down everything electrical. The flashers were the only thing she
working. She placed the vehicle in park and put foot on the brakes then had to try twice before
vehicle would start. When vehicle was on level ground or facing up hill it usually would not start
as quickly. Had to pat the gas a few times and tried to start vehicle a couple times before it will
start. When vehicle was on a hill it seemed to start back much easier, if vehicle was facing down
hill she does not have to pump gas or try as many times to start vehicle. She has not yet
checked with Honda to see if this vehicle was included in this recall. She became aware of this
recall when she took vehicle to a garage and had a diagnostic check. The check would not
register any codes, the vehicle did shut down on the mechanic, but no codes came up. After the
recall for the ignition switch 02 v was completed the defect caused damage to the transmission.
The consumer received a recall notice regarding the ignition switch. However when the
consumer arrived she was told the alarm would have to be disconnected and they would not be
able to reconnect it after they replaced the ignition switch since the dealership did not install
the alarm. The consumer requested reimbursment from Honda. Of Nov. Feel free to provide any
futher information. Consumer states dealer did'nt state that there would be a charge for
reconnecting automatic started. Ts dealer refused to put new ignition switch in car and wanted
to charge me to hook up auto lock system. Consumer wants to know does the dealer have the
right to charge for a reconnection fee. Prior to recall 02v the vehicle was experiencing speed
dropping problems while driving. Consumer stated that after he received the recall notice he felt
that the ignition switch could possibly be the cause of the speed dropping. The consumer was
charged for labor for the ignition switch recall because the dealer stated that the aftermarket

lojack alarm system made the ignition replacement more complicated, the consumer feels this
charge was inappropriate and is requesting reimbursement. After taking vehicle into dealer to
get recall 02v repairs done concerning ignition switch failure vehicle was working worse then it
did before repairs. Vehicle was shutting off at any time. Contacted dealer. Ignition key becomes
stuck in ignition and will not come out despite replacement of ignition. After having vehicle
repaired for recalls, consumer noticed the alarm system was not operating. When questioning
Honda service men, consumer was informed that they were not obligated to reinstall the alarm
as they had to uninstall it to perform the recall. Consumer states that after dealership remove
alarm system to have recall done, they charged to have alarm reconnected. Car Problems.
Ignition Switch problem 1. Ignition Switch problem 2. Ignition Switch problem 3. Ignition Switch
problem 4. Ignition Switch problem 5. Ignition Switch problem 6. Ignition Switch problem 7.
Ignition Switch problem 8. Ignition Switch problem 9. Ignition Switch problem Ignition Switch
problems Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems.
Ignition problems. Starter problems. Battery problems. Starter Solenoid problems. We offer a
full selection of genuine Honda Distributors, engineered specifically to restore factory
performance. Please narrow the Ignition Distributor results by selecting the vehicle. About
Honda Distributor Distributor plays an important role in the ignition system of an internal
combustion engine. The function of the distributor is to route high voltage form the ignition coil
to the cylinders in the correct firing order. The distributor unit is made of a metal bowl, and the
bowl contains a central shaft that is driven by the camshaft. So when you suffer from engine
misfire, or you fail to start your Honda, or you hear some noise from the engine, or the Check
Engine Light is on, it is the time to check and change your distributor. Do wait until it is too late.
A failing distributor does damage to your engine. Since you are the God to us, and we do care
about you and your Honda. We offer you the best service, including Honda genuine OEM
distributor, quick delivery and dedicate attitude. Featured Honda Distributor. Our Customers
Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching
for parts individually and complete your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set
from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are
selected from the best automotive brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you
may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are
quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty.
In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will
replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Returns: Parts
with electrical components cannot be returned once installed. Shipping is not available to
Canada. Final shipping costs are available at checkout. This item may be interchangeable with
parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for
reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part
numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above
"Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm
fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your
part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Distributors. This part will only fit a vehicle with
these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year
Make Model Search. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated
Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : IGN Frequently bought together.
Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Check
Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Honda. Product Reviews. Absolute Automotive, LLC. So far this
have been a great purchase. Vehicle is running well and haven't stalled since installation. Fast
shipping. Fast shipping , is OK but little noise come from the inside of distributor. Installed the
new part, was easy and everything fit like the factory part. So far the part is running great. Great
product!!!!!!!!!! My car is working fine now. The part was here on time. The price was great! I will
recommend other people to order from here I know I will. Good service. Took a few days longer
to get merchandise than promised. Otherwise everything was fine. Customer was really
pleased. Some of the reviews stated that the Plug-in Connection was the wrong size and
wouldn't fit. Make sure you check the style of Connection you have before you order. Both are
shown in the photos that describe each Product. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of

how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to
find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your
option isn't listed search Distributors. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given
below only. Package Includes. Part Number. Compatible with the following vehicles. Orders
processed within 24 hours of payment verification. The images shown are not the actual item
and are for your reference only. If you have not received your shipment within 15 days from
payment , please contact us. We will track the shipment and get back to you as soon as
possible with a reply. Our goal is customer satisfaction! You have 7 days to contact us and 10
days to return it from the date it was received. If this item is in your possession more than 7
days, it is considered used and we will not issue you a refund or replacement. All returned items
must be in the original packaging and you must provide us with the shipping tracking number,
specific reason for the return, and item custom lable. We will refund your full winning bid
amount, upon receipt of the item in its original condition and packaging with all components
and accessories included, AFTER both Buyer and Seller cancel the transaction from eBay. OR,
you may choose to have a replacement. Return shipping is to be paid by the Buyer. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Does not ship to
Ukraine See details. Item location:. Ontario, California, United States. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international
shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a
new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this
seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. For Ford F Set 2. Report item - opens in a new window or
tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the
resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to
My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This
part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops,
something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Search within store. Items
On Sale. Exhaust System Parts. Timing Belt Kits. Timing Chain Kits. Cylinder Head Gasket Sets.
Fuel Pumps. Instant Paypal payment is the preferred method of payment. We will only ship to
the confirmed Paypal shipping address given with the payment. We do not offer local pickups.
We are always been trying to provide best service and reliable products for every customer. If
you are satisfed with the product you recieved,please leave us positive feedback. If you are not
satisfied for any reason, please do not be quick to leave negative or neutral feedback. We will
work hard to make sure every customer percent satisfied, and reslove any problem for you.
Store Home. CV Axle. Ignition Coil. Cylinder Piston Gasket Kit. Key or Key Case. AC
Compressor. Window Regulator. Window Switch. Towing Mirrors. Oxygen Sensor. Fuel
Injectors. Ball Joint. Levelint Lift Kit. Door Handle. Wheel Hub Bearing. Wheel Lug Nut. Lift
Support. Complete Strut. Automotive Tools. License Plate Frame. Car Floor Mat. Car Seat Cover.
Car Cover. Radiator Coolant Tank. Thermostat Housing. Water Pumps. Door Lock Actuator.
Power Steering Pump. Timing Solenoid Valve. Valve Cover. Fuel Tank Pipe. Oil Pump. Strut Tie
Bar. Oil Pan. Harmonic Balancer. EGR Valve. Intake Manifold. Motorcycle Carburetor. ABS
Wheel Sensor. Car Antenna. Heater blower motor fan. Windshield wiper motor. PTO Clutch.
Throttle Body. Intake Exhaust Valves. Vacuum Pump. Regulator Rectifier. Oil Cooler. Starter
Relay. Purge Valve. Knock Sensor. Parking sensor. Crankshaft Position Sensor. Camshaft
Position Sensor. MAP Sensor. Oil Pressure Sensor. Throttle Position Sensor. Catalytic
Converter. Transfer Case Shift Motor. Secondary Air Injection Pump. Running Board Motor.
Clutch Slave Cylinder. LED Headlight. Spoiler Wings. Cab marker. Side marker. Roof rack. Tire

Pressure Gauge. Steering Rack. Air Diesel Heater. Spark Plug Ignition Wire. Engine Mount. Glow
Plug. Air Cleaner Filter Box. Pressure Tester Gauge. Jack Stands. Tire Changers. Sun Visor.
ATV Brake Caliper. Car Carburetor. EGR Tube Pipe. Air Intake Hose. Cold Air Intake Kit. Front
Bumper Lip. Heater Control Valve. Steering U-Joint. Fuel Shut Off Solenoid. Fuel Cell Tank.
Height Level Sensor. Temperature Sensor. Vacuum Actuator. Ballast Module. Rubber Seal Strip.
Nerf Bars. Fuel Injector Wiring Harness. Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump. Oil Filter Wrench. Oil Fuel
Hose Line. LED headlight Assembly. Foot Rest Pedal. Rocker Arm. Light Bar Mount Bracket.
Steering Shaft. Steering Gear Box. Proportioning Valve. Alternator Bracket Kit. Hydraulic Hand
Brake. Cylinder Piston Kit. Crankshaft Pulley. Window Glass Hinge. Timing Components.
Fender Flares. ATV Tires. Tonneau Cover. Bug Shield. Car Seat Crevice Box. Other Golf Cart
Parts. Switch Panel. Cargo Cover. Leaf Springs. Other Motorcycle Parts. Hub Caps. ATV Ignition
Switch. Brake Ceramic Pads. Brake Rotors. Brake Caliper. Door Hinge Conversion Kits. Pillar
Posts. Windshield Outer Trim. Rear View Camera. Rear Window Louver Cover. USD
Turbocharger Turbo for Chevrolet Cruze Limited 1. All rights reserved. Shipping and handling.
The seller has not specified a shipping method
sony explod wiring diagram
honda shadow rebel
1993 chevy 1500
to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United
States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab. There are 5 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 5. Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.

